
Release Notes for Public PTF (2010-08-12)

1. Origin Product/Version

OXHE v6.16.1 Rev 8 (Public PTF)

2. Packages shipped with this PTF Release

OXHE v6.16.1 Rev 11 (built 2010-08-11)

3. Bugs fixed with this PTF Release

16295   Changed DefaultSenderAddress isn't used within notification mails' 
VCALENDAR file

The fix uses the same configuration option introduced by fix for bug
15300. If 'defaultSenderAddress' is configured, the setting of the user 
for the default sender address is used for the email address within the
ATTENDEE attribute and within the ORGANIZER attribute of the VEVENT
in the iCal file.

No potential side effects.

16087   Emails marked "read" automatically
Keeping mails as unseen now works when passing the save parameter 
as true on mail get request.

No potential side effects.

16663   contacts-ldap does not query ad for creation date but complains it is not 
there
The contacts bundle relies on the creation date to be sent by the ldap 
server but actually did not query for it.

No potential side effects.

16628   Contacts with Birthday date "1970-01-01" can not be synced with 
WinMobile
Adjusting the internal data type for birthdays.

No potential side effects.
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4. Changes relevant for Administrator

Changes of configuration files

- none -

Changes of database schemes

- none - 

Changes of command line tools schemes

- none - 

5. Changes relevant for Developers

Changes of the HTTP API

- none -

Changes of the RMI API

- none - 

Changes of the WebDAV API

- none - 

6. Tests

To avoid side effects the packages have gone through automated “Smoke” and 
“Always” test on both, the OX Build System and a distributed OX QA server 
setup. 

The OX QA team has verified all bug fixes. 

7. Side effects

No side effects.
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